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Effective Case Noting



Writing Effective Case Notes



Definition: Case Management

Case management is a 
collaborative process that 
assesses, plans, implements, 
coordinates, monitors, and 
evaluates the options/services 
required to meet a 
participant’s needs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The underlying premise of case management is that everyone benefits when the participant reaches their optimum level of wellness, self-management, and functional capabilities.Case management facilitates the achievement of a participants progress through advocacy, assessment, planning, communication, education, resource management and service facilitation.DEED’s Case Management policy requires service provides to complete and maintain regular, ongoing communication with each program participant and to document their progress. Ongoing case management is demonstrated through WF1 case notes.



Definition: Employment 
Counselor

A person who assists in the 
planning, coordination, 
monitoring, delivery, and 
evaluation of services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everyone directly and indirectly involved in an individuals’ progress in our programs should appropriately manage, efficiently provide, adequately document, and effectively execute the individual’s direction and development while actively enrolled in our programs. This can be achieved through communication, collaboration, data collection and documentation, and being familiar with laws and policies.The characteristics of an employment counselor include advocacy, communication, resource management and the promotion of quality and cost-effective services and outcomes. These align with the definition of case management. 



Case Notes & Documentation:

1. Data Validation

2. Counseling

3. Guidance

4. Communication (staff to staff)

5. Providing a better level of service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Case notes are the center of the case management system. All information that needs to be shared should be entered into WF1. This ensures that other staff who need to access this information can determine what has happened, what is currently happening, and what the plan is. Remember – if it is not documented in the case notes, it did not happen. Other staff can include: other employment counselors, management and leadership staff, local and state monitors, and quality assurance staff.Case noting ensures that:The data has been validatedCounseling and guidance is being providedCommunication is clear amongst staffAnd demonstrates that quality services are being provided



Outcomes not output:
Output
The amount of something produced

Outcome
The successful result of a plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An output is something you do (activities, services, methods, approaches, etc.) and an outcome is something that happens as a consequence of what you do (the impact, the results, the accomplishments). Most people naturally focus on outputs because it is relatively easy to come up with a list of what needs to be done, but when focusing on outcomes, it puts the end in mind first (the participants career goal) and then identifying what needs to be done to get there.By being outcome driven, it allows the participant to see the consequences of their actions and learn what can be done to achieve certain results.



Immediate 
documentation

• Case notes should be written as 
soon as possible after contact, a 
meeting, situation or event that 
occurs.

• Case notes should be based on 
facts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Per DEED policy, case notes must be entered within 15 days of the contact, meeting, situation or event that occurred – the sooner case notes are entered, the more accurate they will be.Are there any signs of bias? – when writing case notes, avoid bias by leaving out personal opinions and assumptions. If an email does not contain objective information, it should not be cut/pasted into the WF1 case note. Case notes should not include phrases such as “I think”, “It is my opinion”, “It seems to me”, “I assume”, “Probably”Case notes should be objective, not subjective – facts are observations: what you saw, what you heard, and the information that was provided to you



Three important questions:

1) Based on what just happened during the meeting, what 
should I put in the case note?

2) What should I leave out or omit from the case note?

3) How should I organize the case note so it tells a clear, relevant, 
and useful story of what is going on?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One strategy is to anticipate questions that another staff person, or a monitor, might have as you are writing your case notes. Do your case notes leave any unanswered questions?Obviously, you cannot write everything that happened and what was said – some decisions must be made about what will go into a case noteAgain, you cannot include everything. Some things, like opinions or personal bias, should be excluded from a case noteOrganizing the content of a case note can be difficult, so having a structure or a system to write case notes can make a big difference



Importance of Structure:
• Taking responsibility for the case notes

• Easier to organize and plan

• Highlighting the purpose of the meeting

• Including only important and necessary information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having structure allows the case manager to assume more responsibility for the case notes. Structure answers all three of the important questions and sets the stage for future case notes.Structure leads to organization which, in turn, makes it easier to develop a plan with the participantHaving structure also emphasizes the purpose of the meeting. When another person reads the case notes, all the information is there so they know what has happened and what is being done.Structure also ensures that the important information is documented while omitting unnecessary information



The Structure: 7 Elements
1. Background Statement = Situation
2. Reason Statement = Purpose
3. Observation Statement = What do you notice?
4. Content Statement = Substance
5. Results Statement = Outcome
6. Impressions Statement = Overall assessment (reflection)
7. Plan Statement = What’s next?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 7 elements of case notes create a structure so employment counselors can identify the information that they will need to gather from a participant and determine what questions need to be asked.1. The Background Statement is the individual’s situation. Anything that is already recorded in case notes does not need to be repeated. The background statement will most typically be captured in the initial intake case note. A background statement can also be used to introduce new situational issues that arise and impact an individual’s potential success with training and employment.2. The reason statement is the purpose, function or reason for the meeting or contact. The meeting should be to validate that things are getting done they way they were planned – or that plans are being adjusted to reflect reality (focusing on the intended outcomes)3. The Observation Statement records objective information that you notice. Take observations from the perspective of an employer – what could impact success in their program participation?; Observations are not opinions and are always objective (i.e. subjective: the customer has bad time management / objective: the customer was 10 minutes late)4. The Content Statement is the substance of the meeting itself, a summary of the key events in the interview or conversation; This can be a brief summary of what took place between the employment counselor and the participant5. The Results Statement indicates what the outcome of the meeting was – an evaluation of how the meeting went related to the intended purpose or reason for the meeting. This statement indicates whether the meeting accomplished its intended purpose6. The Impressions Statement is an overall assessment of the progress and accomplishments the individual is making towards goals and objectives – directly connected to their IEP. This is not an opinion – it is based on the detailed planning that was done when developing the IEP. Is the individual on schedule/ahead of schedule/behind? Are they achieving the objectives and short term goals within the IEP?7. The Plan Statement focuses on the next steps for the individual – is there an assignment or task the individual needs to complete? When will you plan to meet or talk again? Is there anything the participant needs to bring next time? Again, you are tying these next steps to the plan outlined in their IEP.Creating a cheat sheet could be helpful to take notes during the meeting so that you can create this structure to your case note when you enter it in WF1 after the meeting.



WF1 Case Note Entry
 Deed requires all service 

providers to enter case 
notes electronically into 
WF1
Case notes must be 

entered into the WF1 
record within 15 business 
days of the event

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other WF1 entries that are required within 15 days include IEP updates, WF1 activities that reflect the services the individual is accessing, WF1 activity updates, Measurable Skill Gains and Credentials, and Support Services



DEED’s Case Management Policy: Case 
notes must include:
 Events impacting participation
 IEP activities & progress
 Participation in other programs
 Communication with other 

service providers
 The date & manner of contact
 The purpose for the contact, the 

information provided & 
description of the outcomes

 Activities during contact
 Information provided by the 

participant
 Outcomes of the contact
 Information on contacts with 

other program staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You will notice that the 7 elements align with the expectations outlined in DEED’s Case Management Policy.Details of significant eventsIEP activities & progress towards goals, including any updates/changes to the IEPParticipation in other programs such as TAA, Veterans programs, Vocational Rehab, etc.Communication and updates from other service providers such as training vendors or workshop facilitatorsDate & manner of contact whether it’s face to face or phone call or by email exchangeThe purpose for the contact, the information that was provided by the individualActivities that took place during the contact (such as an assessment, IEP update, Training proposal completion)Pertinent information provided by the participantOutcomes of the contact – the actions taken, decisions that were made, and tasks/assignments for next stepsInformation on contacts with other program staff when making referrals to internal or external resources



When are case notes required?

Intake & Enrollment IEP Development Training Justification Support Services

Employment information Attempted & Live Contact Credential Attainment & 
Measurable Skill Gains

Exit date & reason Follow up services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At intake & program enrollmentWhen developing the individuals IEP or updating the IEPWhen providing support servicesDocumenting employment information when an individual begins workingAny attempted or live contact made with participantsWhen a credential is attained or the participant has a measurable skill gainThe exit date and reason for exitDocumenting the offering of follow up services and any time follow up services are provided during the 12 months after exit



Intake & Enrollment

All 7 elements should be captured

(Background, Reason, Observation, 
Content, Results, Impressions, & 
Plan)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Background statement – this would include employment history, education history, demographics, barriers to employmentReason Statement – the purpose for enrolling in the program, what are the individual’s service needs?Observation Statement – What did the employment counselor notice? – use an employer’s perspective (punctuality, organization, communication, etc.)Content Statement – A brief summary of the key events of the conversation/meetingResults Statement – What was accomplished in the meeting: eligibility determination, program enrollment and documents completed, were goals established?, was the IEP developed?Impressions Statement – progress towards goal setting, progress towards identifying service needs, progress towards overcoming barriersPlan Statement – what needs to be completed? By who? By when? Is additional support needed?Remember: Case notes should be factual and objective



IEP Development
• Paper IEP or WF1 Online IEP?

• Goals

• Barriers identified

• Summary of service needs

• Plan Statement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Case notes should be entered when the employment counselor and the participant develop the IEP:Indicate whether the IEP was completed using an internal paper IEP or WF1 online IEPWere goals established? Short-term goals and long-term goals? Was a career goal identified?What barriers were identified and what is the plan of action to mitigate those barriers?Brief summary of the individual’s service needsAnd a Plan Statement – what needs to happen next?



Training Justification
• Skills gap analysis
• Credentialed or Non-

Credentialed Training
• Training Provider
• Anticipated length of 

training
• Labor Market Data
• Plan Statement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Document the results of a skills gap analysis to justify the need for trainingIs the individual going into credentialed or non-credentialed training and how will that help them gain employment; Who is the training provider? How long will the training take?Labor Market Data – if this is already incorporated on the IEP, you can simply reference the IEPA Plan Statement – what’s going to happen upon training completion?



Support Services
• Support Service need

• Financial Needs Analysis

• Other community resources

• Date and cost of service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Document the need for the support service and the results of the financial needs analysisBe sure to document yours or the participant’s efforts of locating other community resources for the support and that program funds are a last resortDocumenting the date and total cost of the support service being provided



Employment Information
 Name of employer
 Job Title
 Start date
 Hours working per week
 Hourly wage/annual salary
 Benefits?
 Source of information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When a participant reports new employment, employment counselors should be collecting this information:Name of the employerJob TitleStart dateHours working per weekHourly wage/annual salaryAre they earning benefits?What is the source of this information – employment counselors should make efforts to collect supplemental documentation to support the employment information and retain a copy in the participant file, however, self-attestation is acceptable and should be documented in case notes as such.This information should be documented whether it is an income maintenance job (a job to maintain livelihood but not related to their career goal) or if employment is full time and aligns with their career goal and are preparing to exit using the “Employed, Pending Exit” WF1 activity.



Attempted & Live 
Contact
• Case notes for documenting 

live contact should include all 
7 elements 

(there are exceptions to 
excluding an element)

• Contact or contact attempt 
must take place every 30 days

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some exceptions to excluding some of the elements from a case note would include:The Background Statement – there is no need to repeat or re-enter any information that has already been said in a previous case note. If there is no new background information than what was previously reported, no need to include this statement in a live contact case note.The Observation Statement – An employment counselor may not always have an observation that is noteworthy for the purpose of the contactContact, or attempted contact, must take place every 30 days and this is demonstrated by case note entries. This can be contact through phone, email, text message, or in-person.



Credential Attainment & 
Measurable Skill Gains

• Type of credential attained or 

measurable skill gained

• Date of attainment or gain

• Source of verification

• Plan Statement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Document the type of credential that was attained or measurable skill that was gainedThe date of the attainment or gain – remember that a credential attainment is also a measurable skill gain, so 100% of files that document a credential attainment should also document a measurable skill gainThe source of the credential verification could include a copy of a passing grade for an exam, a copy of the certification or licensure, a copy of communication from the training instructor of successful completionThe source for Measurable Skill Gains could include a copy of a progress report, a copy of the end of term gradesYour plan statement should indicate what the participant plans to do next – are they going to update their resume with their new credential? Will they be updating their LinkedIn account? Will they start job search and will they need staff assistance with that job search?



Exit date & Reason
Date of exit = 90th day without 
receiving a service

EXIT REASONS
1. Called Back 10. Institutionalized

2. Cannot Locate 11. Medical Treatment

3. Death 12. Moved from Area

4. Entered Armed Forces 13. Program/Type Transfer

5. Entered Registered 
Apprenticeship

14. Refused to Continue

6. Entered Unsubsidized 
Employment

15. Remained Employed

7. Family Care Problems 16. Reservist Called to 
Active Duty

8. Found Ineligible 17. Retirement

9. Started Business / Self 
Employed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The exit date and the reason for exit should always be documented in the case notes.The exit date will always be the 90th day the participant has gone without receiving a service.The exit reasons in bold are considered “successful” exit reasons which have the likelihood of contributing to the performance outcomes of those who retain employment 6 months after they exit the program and for a full year after they have exited the program.



Follow-up Services

• Must be available for 12 
months after exiting

• For all participants who exit 
programming with a 
“successful” outcome

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow-up services must be offered to anyone who is exiting the program with a successful outcome. It should be documented in the case notes that these services were offered to the participant and that they are aware that these services are available for up to 12 months.There may be times you will offer follow-up services to other individuals who are exiting for other reasons. For example: an individual who is exiting the program due to they have returned to their job or continued to work. Follow up services could be made available to an individual who was called back to work, or remained employed and the Adult or DW program can offer any relevant follow up services they may need to stay employed.



Privacy
• Case notes in WF1 that are 

not classified as “Private” 
must be public

• There are three exceptions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Case notes in WF1 that are not classified as “Private” must be public and made available for other staff within your organization and program to see.Note: An MFIP case manager would not have access to a DW participant’s case notesThere are three exceptions when a participant’s information must be kept private….



Exception 1:

Disclosure of a physical or mental health concern that 
may result in:

A barrier to employment
A reason to modify the IEP
A reason for program exit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When an individual disclosed a physical or mental health diagnosis or concern that could result in a barrier to future employment, a reason to modify their IEP and identify necessary accommodations, or a reason to exit the programShould the employment counselor feel it is necessary to enter personal health information or details of the condition into a case note in WF1, the case note should be marked as private



Exception 2:

• When recording a case note would be in violation of 
HIPAA Privacy Rule

• Should this occur, mark the case note as “Private”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second exception to when a participant’s case note documentation should be marked as private is when the case note is violating the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) which is a law that protects the privacy of individually identifiable health information.This law protects individuals’ health information while allowing the flow of health information needed to provide and promote high quality services. It strikes a balance that permits important uses of information, while protecting the privacy of people who seek care or accommodations.Individually identifiable health information is information, including demographic data, that relates to:The individual’s past, present or future physical or mental health condition,The provision of health care to the individual, orThe past, present, or future payment for the provision of healthcare to the individual



Exception 3:

• The program participant feels they are in danger and 
are concerned for their safety

• This could include:
• Temporary contact information
• Justice system involvement
• Dates/times of appointments/workshops/classes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third exception to when a participant’s case note documentation should be marked as private is when participant feels that they may be in danger and are concerned for their safety. If a participant reports this concern, the employment counselor should be sure to mark any case notes as private that may give away information on how to contact the participant including temporary contact information (temporarily relocated to a new address to avoid danger or provided a different phone number to be reached at); Justice system involvement such as court appearances, appointments for legal services; and dates, times and locations of workshops or training classes the individual is attendingKeep in mind that case notes are legal documents and participants have the right to have access to electronic or paper copies of their file case notes if requested. Case notes are subject to subpoena and can be used during an appeal or grievance process, and in the court of law.All the more reason to ensure:you are documenting facts and not opinionsYou are entering case notes timely to accurately capture dates and times of when events occur



Entering Case Notes into WF1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I won’t spend too much time going over this because I know you all enter case notes into WF1 on a daily basis. However, I wanted to be sure to just quickly review the entries made into WF1 and be sure that no one has any questions.



Entering Case Notes in WF1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several ways to enter case notes into WF1 because whenever you are taking action and updating information on a WF1 file, in most fields you are in, it gives you the option to enter a case note pertaining to the specific update you are entering into the system. For example:At the time you are establishing eligibility and conducting enrollment into WF1, you have the ability to enter the case note from the New Application Page and/or the Enrollment PageAt the time you are entering a new activity to document a service provided in WF1, you have the ability to enter the case note that coincides with the service providedOther examples throughout WF1 where this is possible include:When you are entering an IEP (paper or online format)When exiting an individual from the programWhen entering a document into the Electronic Document StorageWhen entering a support service (in this section, it allows you to enter an additional description and a checkbox option is available to add the additional description as a case noteWhen adding Reading/Math assessmentWhen scheduling an appointment through WF1When providing follow-up services



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most common way to add a case note is to navigate directly to the “Add Case Note” option on the left menu.Here is where you will enter all details about the case note, such as:The date the event occurredThe viewability of the note – distinguishing who can view the case note you enteredWhich agencyWhich program the case note pertains to - if an individual is co-enrolled in more than one programThe staff person who is entering the case noteA category to give a high-level description of what the comment is pertaining to – there are several options in this drop down menuThe type of contact that was made with the participant, whether it was an attempted contact, live contact, or the action that is being documented does not involve contact with the participantThe status of the case note – open or closed, this controls when a counselor can return to make edits to a case noteAnd giving it a subject line which can be more detailed than the Category selectionYou will always have a spell check option available to you to correct misspelled words, and if typing a longer case note, you can utilize the “Save and remain on Page” option so that it saves your case note while you are still entering additional information



In conclusion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In conclusion: when incorporating structure to case notes, it allows counselors to organize their notes so that it is always clear, relevant and useful.Always consider who might eventually be reading the case notes:Provide only fact-based observations and avoid personal opinions or hearsayThe sooner you write the case note the more accurate and detailed the information will beCase noting ensures that:The data has been validatedCounseling and guidance is being providedCommunication is clear amongst staffAnd demonstrates that quality services are being provided



Questions?
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